
 

2022 Winter Regatta

Notice to Competitors

Number: 02

Source: Race Committee
Venue: IMPERIA
Published: 07 Dec 19:18

Notice:

QUALIFICATION SERIES AND FINALS

As per NOR 7 and SI 7, on the base of the number of entries the
event will be run as following:

 

1)     WOMEN FLEET Only one fleet, with separate start, without
qualification and final

 

2)     OPEN FLEET  

2.1  The event will be run with the qualification series and final as
for system “A” of the “normativa” of the Italian Sailing
Federation  two groups RED and BLUE, as follow:

a)     Competitors will be divided into two groups if possible of
equal number and capacity

b)     Each group will display a colored ribbon, supplied from OA,
at the masthead.

c)      The boats will be reassigned to the batteries after each day
of racing, with the same criterion. If the boats have all completed
the same number of races, the reassignment will be made
according to the provisional ranking; If the number of races is
not the same, the groups will be redone according to the last race
completed by everyone. At the beginning of the new day it will be
possible to recover the backlog group, change the ribbons at sea
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and continue with the new groups.  

2.2  When will be raced 5 (five) races valid, starting  from the
following day, the fleet will be divided in two groups, gold and
silver, up to the end of the event.

2.3  As modification of SI, the class flag for the warning signal
will be RED and BLUE flag for the RED and BLUE battery, and for
the finals RED for the GOLD fleet and BLUE for the SILVER fleet.
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